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Fit for purpose?

The Pensions Regulator’s consultation issued in March
2020 into the defined benefit funding code of practice
contained 50 references to contingent assets. This
suggests such arrangements feature strongly in TPR’s
expectation of how employers and trustees may approach
future funding negotiations.
In the first edition of our series, we explored how ABFs have
developed over the last decade. In this article we look at
how ABFs and contingent asset arrangements are key tools
to reach the desired long-term objective (LTO) required by
the new Pensions Scheme Bill.
Rather than attempting to describe how such arrangements
can assist with the funding journey, let’s fast-forward to the
end and consider what the funding and investment strategy
may look like once that LTO is reached.
Assuming buy-out is not the current objective, a typical LTO
may be where the scheme is funded on a low-dependency
basis with limited reliance on sponsor covenant, with  a lowrisk investment strategy delivering long-term contractual
income well matched to the scheme’s cash flows.
In such circumstances it is easy to see how ABF in particular
is a good fit. A well-designed ABF arrangement can provide
that low-risk, long-term contractual income. The cash
flows from an ABF can be linked to RPI, CPI or a fixed rate
to match the increases built into a scheme. In many ways,
an ABF can be a considered an ideal asset for a scheme
to hold—assuming the underlying collateral is sufficient to
mitigate employer covenant risk (more on that later).
If this is accepted, then that LTO is perhaps not as far off
as initially thought. Funding a deficit with a 20-year ABF
does not mean LTO is at least 20 years away. Instead the
ABF can accelerate the journey plan. Granted, not all the
cash flows from the ABF will have been received but that
is little different from receiving the cash and investing it in
investments that deliver contractual income.
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Example funding progression to LTO using ABF

In this illustration, the liabilities may be
measured using a low-dependency
discount rate. The initial deficit not
covered by the ABF would perhaps
not exist when measured on a
technical provisions basis which
tracks over time to a low dependency
basis or can be covered by a degree
of investment outperformance.

Value of ABF

Cash from ABF

Existing assets

Liabilties

Is this what TPR has in mind for a journey plan to LTO?  
There’s no reason why this should not be an appropriate
plan. TPR certainly acknowledges the role that contingent
assets can play. (Note that, strictly, ABFs are not contingent
assets, as they exist as an asset from day one, but we
assume TPR is using ‘contingent assets’ as an umbrella
terms to cover all similar arrangements.)  

At paragraphs 199 and 200 in the
consultation, TPR states:

“Although we consider cash funding of the scheme to be
the primary form of support, additional backing (such as
contingent assets or group guarantees) can be an important
tool for trustees and employers to navigate funding
challenges, and we recognise the value these can provide to
underpin risks being borne by schemes.
We are keen that these remain a central part of funding
solutions, for instance to support long RPs (particularly
where shorter ones are unaffordable) or risk-taking in the
investments or TPs—particularly if the employer covenant is
not otherwise able to support these risks.”

We do know that from discussion with
TPR they do have concerns over ABFs
and contingent security arrangements
where the underlying asset’s value
is too closely correlated with the
employer covenant. This is reflected in
comments at paragraph 34 where they
highlight areas of bad practice
as including:

“Reliance on additional support that doesn’t provide the
comfort it claims to offer (e.g. a guarantee from a strong
company being assumed to provide a strong covenant
indefinitely, or reliance on a contingent asset that does not
have real value when needed.)”
Ultimately this is the key to constructing an appropriate
ABF—the asset must maintain sufficient value to
collateralise the outstanding payment obligation. However,
there are features of ABFs that are often overlooked that
mitigate this risk.
Firstly, most ABFs (and certainly the tax-qualifying ones)
are amortising, meaning that the value of the ABF reduces
as the payments are made (i.e. there is no bullet payment).
This is demonstrated in the illustration above where the
ABF value diminishes over time. This means if the asset
maintains its value the level of collateralisation increases
over time. This mitigates a lot of the risk of placing reliance
on an asset over an extended period.
Secondly, a common feature of ABF arrangements is that
the asset value is tested periodically to ensure it continues
to provide sufficient collateral. If the collateral becomes
insufficient (perhaps due a fall in the value of the asset)
then there could be a requirement to ‘top-up’ the collateral
or accelerate cash payments to scheme. Again, this
provides effective mitigation and should ensure TPR’s
concerns on over-reliance are not borne out.
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